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Thumbprint Educational Software makes a move for the Xprize 

 

GRAVENHURST ON, CANADA – Thumbprint Educational Software.  

Entrepreneur Graham Porter is looking to educate the masses. With his little start-up, Thumbprint Educational Software, 

he has been developing a computer application that aims to educate anyone, anywhere.  The product is a cutting-edge 

application that crowdsources educational content allowing knowledge to be universally shared and compiled in order 

to make custom learning paths.  

 

Due to its success thus far in the private school sector, Thumbprint Educational Software has set its sights on the Global 

Learning Xprize. The application currently supports all written languages, even those that read right to left. The XPrize 

goal is described as such “The Global Learning XPRIZE challenges teams from around the world to develop open source 

and scalable software that will enable children in developing countries to teach themselves basic reading, writing and 

arithmetic, empowering them to take control of their own learning and ultimately their future. Our goal is an 

empowered generation that will positively impact their communities, countries and the world.” 

http://learning.xprize.org/ 

 

Porter has realized that they are more than halfway there, but he can’t do it without financial support. As is the case 

with a lot of start-ups in their first couple years, money is always the biggest hurdle to achievement. The company has 

launched a Kickstarter campaign in hopes to become the next Xprize winner. 

 

Thumbprint is aware of the challenges that lay ahead. Canada is nowhere close to competing with the United States 

when it comes to source funding or entrepreneurial support. General Manager Risha Yorke comments, “Look, the fact is 

we need to prove to our government, to our country, that we’re capable of competing with the USA when it comes to 

innovation. Being the first Canadian company to win the XPrize or even make the finalists list will at the very least start 

this discussion seriously.”  

 

Graham Porter had this to say, “Thumbprint driving philosophy has always been a clear: We inspire ordinary people to 

do extraordinary things. The XPrize is maybe the highest-profile example of what that kind of thinking can accomplish. 

By entering this competition, we hope to show that there are Canadian innovators who think just as big, and take just as 

many risks, as any in the world.” 

 

Thumbprint has a Kickstarter starting goal of $35,000. https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1635175613/thumbprint-

educational-software?ref=nav_search 

This is just a drop in the bucket. The Stretch goals go as high as $90,000. In order for the Xprize to be a reality, they need 

to meet the highest goal. They need the support of communities everywhere, after all, it’s free education for anyone, 

anywhere.  

 

 

 



About Thumbprint Educational Software 

Thumbprint Educational Software began in January 2013 in Gravenhurst, ON. Thumbprint Educational Software is a not-for-profit 

company aimed at delivering a free, world-class education to anyone in the world who wants to learn. We have developed a simple, 

powerful and universal tool that empowers students and teachers to learn, create and share educational content with anyone, 

anywhere. 

 

It's easy and intuitive, allowing you to create, share and modify with a quick click or drag and drop. Use it on your computer or iPad to 

build a seamless learning environment. Create quizzes and content in minutes and track your students' progress with reporting on their 

participation and scores. Share your creations, such as documents, videos, quizzes and assignments in an ever-growing library 

populated by students and teachers from around the world. Modify existing content to suit your needs and fulfill your vision for your 

classroom. 

### 
 

If you’d like more information on this topic or an interview with Graham Porter, please contact Risha Yorke at Risha@ThumbprintEducation.org. or 647-

887-3319 


